### Long-term Strategic Analysis Framework Initiative
(Similar to current draft CWEMF proposal)

- Phase 1 - Technical design of a Strategic Analysis Framework
- Phase 2 - Database design & development
- Phase 3 – Analytical tool and technical design and data improvement

### Intermediate-term Integration and Visualization of Data & Model Linkages

- Technical Design for data mgmt. and model solutions over next 4-8 years
- Address needs of CWP and Common Assumptions
- Implement for use during CWP 2008 and Common Assumptions

### Intermediate-term Decision Support - Scenario Tool

- Address needs of CWP and Surface Storage Program
- Implement for use during CWP 2008
- Recommendations for long-term decision support

### Intermediate-term Decision Support
Robust Decision Making

- Apply Robust Decision Making
- Recommendations for long-term decision support

### Update Vegetative Water Use Data and Methods

- Update evapotranspiration data and methods
- Review new technologies and recommend appropriate use
- Coordinate with target applications

### Intermediate-term Improvements to IGSM2

- Make model improvements
- Update CVGSM
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Figure 1: Organization & Coordination of Proposals